
	

 

 
 
Food Committee - Minutes 
 
Thursday 29 August 2019, 12:30 to 1:30pm, Parents Room 108 in MFL Building 
 
Attendees:  
Regents: Susan Dineen, Kirsty Paiboontanasin, Hannah Naowasuk, Kelly Heasley, (Ana Rosales – apologies) 
Epicure: Sakdapaipan (Zack) 
Parents: Rika Dewina, Mini Sharma 
 

1. New TV installed in Primary canteen. Kirsty to provide remote control to Zack. ACTION: Zack to 
put menu on the TV. 

2. Interview and pictures to be arranged with Zach, and new chef and Marketing to introduce the 
new chef and highlight the improvements made to the menus. ACTION: Kisrty to inform 
Marketing of suitable time w/c 2 September. 

3. Feedback from Primary students was to have more vegetarian options and to have plainer dishes 
with sauces on the side. Hannah and Kelly are working on giving feedback to Epicure based on 
the latest 4 week menu. ACTION: Hannah, Kelly and Zack 

4. New salad bar is going to be put in place for Secondary so students can select their own salad 
items. ACTION: Kirsty/Zach 

5. As requested by students  milk to drink is now available in the Tuck Shop. 
6. Students to send Secondary survey results to Zach. ACTION: Susan to chase Daehwan and Reese 

to send results to Zach 
7. Ice cream is no longer served in Primary. 
8. Queue control in Secondary. ACTION: Kirsty and Zach are selecting the rope system to use. 
9. Soy milk for the coffee shop will be available for a trial period. ACTION: Zach  and Susan to notify 

staff and parents via the bulletin. 
10. New Primary Canteen – feedback all positive so far. Servery now has two stations serving 

Western and Asian options (previously only one) with the noodle station moved to the far end so 
easier access for those wanting that option. 

 
 
 
Next meetings:  
 
Thursday 3 October, 12:40 to 1:40pm 
Thursday 14 November, 12:40 to 1:40pm 
 
	
	


